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Abstract
Background

Metrics for movement smoothness include the number of zero-crossings on acceleration pro�les (N0C),
the Log Dimensionless Jerk (LDLJ), the Normalized Averaged Recti�ed Jerk (NARJ) and the Spectral Arc
Length (SPARC). Sensitivity to handedness and movement type of these four metrics were compared and
correlations with other kinematic parameters were explored in healthy subjects.

Methods

Thirty-two healthy participants (age 63±16 y) underwent 3D upper limb motion analysis during two sets
of pointing movements on each side. Participants were seated, palm of the hand facing down on the
table before movement onset; they performed forward-pointing movements (FPM) at self-selected speed
to a target located ahead at shoulder height and at 90% arm length, and backward pointing movements
(BPM), back to the initial position, with and without a three-second pause between FPM and BPM.
Kinematics (including trajectory and velocity) were collected and N0C, SPARC, LDLJ and NARJ were
computed.

Results

LDLJ, NARJ and N0C found backward movements to be smoother while SPARC found the opposite. No
smoothness metric indicated differences across sides. Inter- and intra-subject coe�cients of variation
were lowest for SPARC. LDLJ, NARJ and N0C were correlated with each other and with movement time,
unlike SPARC.

Conclusions

There are major differences between smoothness metrics measured in the temporal domain (N0C, LDLJ,
NARJ), which depend on movement time, and that measured in the frequency domain, the SPARC, which
gave results opposite to the other metrics when comparing backward and forward movements.

Trial Registration

Registration number, ID-RCB: NCT01383512, registered on 28 June 2011, updated on 11 October 2017.

Approved by the Institutional Review Board of Brest University Hospital under the number 653.

Introduction
Quantitative assessment of upper limb mobility1,2,3 often uses clinical (using manual goniometry) or
instrumented (using accelerometers, electronic goniometers, or 3D motion analysis tools) evaluation of
segmental displacements (passive and active range of motion).4 These assessments, basically based on
position, velocity and acceleration calculation, may lack sensitivity to detect small changes in movement
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trajectories and velocities in slowly progressive disorders like spastic paresis syndromes or
parkinsonism.2 They may be inadequate to differentiate between various types of movement slowness
(bradykinesia) induced by the many kinds of neurological, orthopaedics and psychological disorders (as
parkinsonian bradykinesia and voluntary or drug-induced bradykinesia)5,6 or to demonstrate changes
after rehabilitation programs or injections of blocking agents in chronic neurological disorders.7

In healthy individuals, most discrete reach-to-point movements use a single acceleration burst per
movement, making the resulting movement “smooth” with a bell-shaped velocity pro�le; these
movements may be modelled as successions of sub-movements closely overlapping at each instant.8–10

Most human motor disorders, by introducing irregularities in the trajectories and velocity pro�les, make
the resulting movements less smooth, with more movement interruptions.10,11 Thus, movement
smoothness metrics may represent an alternative to the classic clinical tools to better assess small
changes in movement kinematic properties.12 A number of mathematical metrics to quantify smoothness
have been suggested over time.12–14 Some of those metrics are based on the observation of changes in
kinematic properties of movements such as changes in movement trajectories, changes in the velocity
pro�le or assessments of the rates of changes in the acceleration pro�le (jerk-derived metrics).9–11, 14

Those metrics of smoothness can be categorised as using the “temporal domain”, and have been
criticized as having shortcomings such as strong sensitivity to measurement noise and direct
dependence to other kinematic parameters (movement amplitude and duration), lack of reliability and
poor robustness.12,13 Other smoothness metrics based on the detection of changes in frequencies of
movement components have been more recently developed, considering than smooth movements mainly
contain low frequency components, in contrast with unsmooth movements which may be contaminated
by high frequency components.12,13 Among the latter metrics, the spectral arc length measure (SPARC),
quanti�es the complexity of the Fourier magnitude spectrum of the velocity pro�le; it can be categorised
using the “frequency domain”.12,13

Comparisons of these various smoothness metrics across clinical protocols are di�cult.6,15 Validations
and comparisons of these metrics have been mostly performed on simulated movements.12,13 In a recent
study, Refai et al. (2021) assessed 32 smoothness metrics used in stroke patients with mathematical
criteria to be accepted as smoothness measures (metrics had to be dimensionless, reproducible, based
on rate of change of position, and not being a linear transform of other smoothness metrics), then tested
them for their response to simulated changes in reaching.16 They ended up recommending SPARC as a
valid smoothness metric in both reach-to-point and reach-to-grasp tasks of the upper limb after stroke.

It thus appears that a normative basis for the main smoothness metrics for upper limb (UL) movements
of interest is required, not based on simulations but on actual human data (i.e., movements commonly
used in neuro-rehabilitation programs to assess changes, such as forward or side-wise pointing
movements), acquired from healthy participants, to better interpret future patient data. This study aimed
to build normative values and compare the properties of the SPARC, the Normalised Average Recti�ed
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Jerk (NARJ), the Log Dimensionless Jerk (LDLJ) and the number of zero-crossings in the acceleration
pro�le (N0C) for point-to-reach movements in healthy subjects.

Methods
This prospective study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (2008), Good
Clinical Practice guidelines and local regulatory requirements (registration number, ID-RCB:
NCT01383512). It was approved by the Brest University Hospital IRB (n°653). All subjects gave written
consent to the inclusion of material pertaining to them. All the experimental sessions were conducted in
December 2019 in the Laboratory of Movement Analysis of Brest University Hospital (Brest, France). We
recruited thirty-two healthy participants (18 males, 29 right-handed, aged 63 ± 16 years [21–79]), with no
history of neurological, orthopaedic, rheumatologic, neuromuscular or visual disorders nor impairment of
the mobility of their upper limb, to participate in a research study on human movement. Prior to the
movement analysis, every participant underwent a clinical assessment of both upper limbs to verify that
active ranges of motion for both shoulders, elbows, wrists and �nger joints were full and pain free.

Experimental Set-up
All participants underwent a 3D upper limb motion analysis while performing two sets (A and B) of three
point-to-point movements with each UL. Participants were comfortably seated in a chair; in the starting
position, they had the elbow �exed at 90 degrees resting on the table, the palm of their hand facing down
on the table. The point-to-point movement consisted of reaching a target located in front at 90% of upper
limb length (forward pointing movement, FPM) and bringing the hand back to the baseline position
(backward pointing movement, BPM), all of it at comfortable speed. In set A, participants were asked to
mark a short pause between FPM and BPM (not exceeding three seconds), while in set B, participants
proceeded to BPM directly after FPM. The paradigm was chosen to test the effect of the transition
between the forward and the backward movement on movement smoothness. Each full point-to-point
movement was repeated four times, the �rst attempt being considered as a training movement and thus
not recorded. These two sets of movements were completed consecutively with the dominant and the
non-dominant UL. Combining these conditions, a total of 768 movements (24 movements per subject)
were recorded and analysed.

Upper limb movements were recorded using a 15-camera 100Hz sampling Vicon motion capture system
(Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK). Re�ective markers (14mm) were placed on classical UL anatomical
landmarks: the mid-hand marker was positioned on the third metacarpal on the back of each hand.
Supplementary markers were positioned on the head of the olecranon, head of second and �fth
metacarpal and styloid processes of the radius to detect potential artefacts and ensure visual
consistency. The same investigator placed all markers at each session.

Data analysis
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Analyses focused on the mid-hand marker (placed on the third metacarpal, on the back of the hand). A 6-
Hz second order low-pass Butterworth �lter was applied to the trajectories before analyses. Each recorded
trajectory was visually inspected twice by the same investigator to manually de�ne the beginning and
end of each movement. The start of the FPM was the �rst ascending point of the projection of the
trajectory in the vertical direction; the end of the FPM, which was also the start of the BPM, was the
outermost point of the trajectory in the postero-anterior direction. The end of the BPM was the last point
of the descending trajectory in the vertical direction, just before the rebound of the hand on the table.

All outcomes were calculated on Python software as the mean value of the three recorded movements in
each set. First, second, and third derivatives of trajectory of the mid-hand marker data were calculated
across all three plans of space to retrieve the velocity, acceleration, and jerk pro�les. The index of
curvature (IoC) was computed and de�ned as the ratio of the arc length of the trajectory to the length of
the straight line linking the �rst and the last movement points, as a straightness measure.

Smoothness was quanti�ed using three temporal domain metrics (NARJ, LDLJ and N0C) and a
frequency domain metric (SPARC).

The NARJ is the normalised version of the Average Recti�ed Jerk (ARJ) previously described by Cozens
and Bhakta.14 Considering a movement of total duration T, with a trajectory for the xth degree of freedom
represented by trajectory = x(t) where 0 ≤ t ≤ T, then the ARJ for the xth degree of freedom for this

movement is given by the formula 
1
T ∫ T

0
d3x( t )

dt3 dt. The ARJ is thus highly dependent on movement

duration, with a longer movement yielding a higher ARJ than a movement of identical shape but shorter
duration. The NARJ was then calculated by multiplying the ARJ by a normalization factor [(T’/T)3]
allowing the comparison of smoothness among a group of movements with the same trajectory but
different durations (T’) which was, within a given series, the cube of the ratio of the average control
movement frequency to that of the subject under analysis. As the Jerk re�ects the rate of change in the
acceleration pro�le, an increased NARJ magnitude re�ects decreased smoothness (more frequent
changes in acceleration).

The LDLJ results from the logarithm naturalis of the sum of the squared acceleration multiplied with the
trial duration to the power of three and divided by the squared peak velocity.

Calculation of the LDLJ is based on the velocity pro�le v within the time window t1 to t2. The LDLJ was
designed to �x one major shortcoming of jerk-metrics, direct dependence to movement amplitude and
duration.

| |
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The SPARC was computed from the arc length of the power spectrum of a Fourier transformation of the
velocity signal, with [0, ωc] being the frequency band and V(ω) the Fourier Magnitude spectrum, as
de�ned by Balasubramanian.12

As recommended by Balasubramanian et al. (2015), our choice for   was 0.05, with 20Hz for ωc
max.

The SPARC and the LDLJ were computed using the Python code provided by Balasubramanian et al.,12 in
which we added the computation of the NARJ14 and the N0C (equal to 1 in a movement considered as
smooth).

Statistics
Descriptive statistics were performed to provide average values with standard deviations. Coe�cients of
variation (CoV - de�ned as the standard deviation divided by the mean value; used to evaluate data
dispersion) were calculated between tries (CoVintra) and between subjects (CoVinter) to estimate within-
and between-subject variability respectively. Normality of data was assessed using Shapiro-Wilk tests,
and parametrical or non-parametrical tests for comparison were used accordingly. For each outcome,
dominant and non-dominant sides, FPM and BPM, and sets A and B were compared. Construct validity
was evaluated using correlations between smoothness metrics (convergent validity) and with movement
duration (divergent validity). All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 20 (IBM, Armonk, NY).

Results
A total of 768 movements (24 movements per subject) were analysed. There was no missing data.

Usual kinematic parameters
All results of the 4 usual kinematic parameters - movement duration, index of curvature, peak speed and
mean speed - are presented in Table 1. In set B (without pause), both movement types were shorter in
duration, straighter and faster with a higher mean and peak speed compared to set A (with pause). In
both sets, BPM were shorter in duration, faster with a higher mean speed but not straighter. Notably, there
was no systematic difference between sides except for the IoC, with straighter movements on the
dominant side. More variability was observed across subjects than across repetitions.

Smoothness parameters
All results of the 4 smoothness parameters - N0C, NARJ, LDLJ and SPARC - are presented in Table 2 and
Fig. 1. According to the temporal domain smoothness metrics (TDSM, including N0C, NARJ and LDLJ),
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BPM were smoother than FPM. According to the SPARC, they were less smooth. TDSM found movements
without pause to be smoother while SPARC did not �nd changes in smoothness between the two sets of
movements. No metric indicated differences across sides (dominant/non-dominant). Inter- and intra-
subject coe�cients of variation were lowest for the SPARC.

Correlations
The analysis of correlation usual kinematic parameters and smoothness parameters is illustrated in Fig.
2. The three TDSM were strongly correlated together and to movement duration. SPARC was not
correlated to TDSM, nor to movement duration. Smoothness metrics were not correlated to age or sex.

Discussion
This study reports for the �rst time, at our knowledge, the comparison of the main smoothness measures
from both temporal and frequency domains on different sets (with or without pause) and types of actual
point-to-point movements (forward and backward) in healthy subjects. The 4 smoothness parameters,
N0C, NARJ, LDLC and SPARC, were sensitive to movement type, but the SPARC behaved differently than
the temporal domain smoothness metrics (TDSM), �nding backward movements to be less smooth than
forward movements instead of the opposite. Only the TDSM were sensitive to movement set. TDSM
strongly correlated with movement duration, whereas the SPARC did not. Within-subject repeatability was
highest and between-subject variability was lowest for the SPARC. No difference in movement velocity
nor smoothness was found across sides but movements were slightly straighter with the dominant arm.
A normative dataset was built for each metric and is now available.

Different behavior between temporal domain smoothness measures and the SPARC- to be or not to be
time-connected?

The most striking �nding in this study is that temporal domain smoothness measures found backward
movements to be smoother than forward movements. In particular there was only about one zero
crossing on the acceleration pro�le in backward movements without pause while the SPARC found
backward movements to be less smooth. Except for the fact that backward movements were faster than
forward movements (movement time-dependence of metrics measured in the temporal domain), this
opposite behavior between the two types of metrics is challenging to interpret.

Interestingly, TDSM were strongly correlated amongst them, while the SPARC was not correlated with any
other metrics (low convergent validity) nor to movement duration (strong divergent validity). Besides,
TDSM were strongly correlated with movement time. Thus, the changes in smoothness perceived by
TDSM across sets (with vs without pause) might re�ect the sensitivity of those metrics to movement
duration. From mathematical models, Balasubramanian suggested shortcomings for temporal domain
smoothness measures, including precisely their sensitivity to movement duration (and to noise in
measurements) with a risk of lack of reliability and validity.12 Intellectually though, it may be tempting to
speculate that a movement that loses smoothness should also lose speed in the process. It may therefore
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seem natural that a smoothness metric be somewhat correlated with movement time, at least in
pathological or complex movements. Yet, it is also obvious that if no correction means is brought, for
instance in adjusting the sampling frequency of the movement recording to movement time, noise is
bound to emerge in those metrics that depend on movement time.5 On the other hand, a metric that
involves the frequency domain only may allow bypassing the down-sampling issue and therefore seem
more satisfactory. A number of such frequency-domain metrics have been proposed in the literature, for
example the determination of the fast frequency to the movement frequency ratio in the acceleration
power spectrum (FF/MF ratio), which has provided interesting results when comparing parkinsonian with
simulated bradykinesia.5

It may be that the temporal domain and the frequency domain smoothness metrics may be irreconcilable.
The question as to whether the appropriate smoothness metric should or should not be connected to
movement time may come down to the way we wish to de�ne smoothness. Perhaps there should be at
least two different types of smoothness, depending on whether we connect smoothness to the braking
effects of smoothness reduction or not. Future studies comparing those metrics in pathological
movements could provide useful insight on their respective behavior and interest.

Coherence of the present smoothness data with previous
literature
For forward movements, the present SPARC values (-1.43 to -1.45 ± 0.03) were consistent with recent
�ndings: -1.45 to -1.48 for Engdahl et al. (2016)18 and − 1.44 ± 0.04 for Saes et al. (2021)19 in reach to
grasp movements. Although themovement type was different in those studies (reach-to-grasp vs reach-to-
point), the reaching phase was predominant in both types of movement, allowing the comparison. As for
LDLJ values, the present data are also consistent with those reported by Engdahl et al. (2019)17 The N0C
values in our �ndings (3 to 6 ± 3) seem relatively high, as only one zero crossing per movement is
expected in healthy and even in some pathologic movements.18,19 As for the present NARJ values, they
were also consistent with previous literature5 and varied more than twofold (20193 to 46378 ± 17085)
depending on the movement type, possibly re�ecting both noise and movement duration sensitivity of
jerk-related metrics (artefacts in trajectories when movements stopped or during the plateau phase).

Similar observations can be made for backward movements, even though we could not �nd data in the
literature for comparisons. SPARC values were also remarkably consistent across sets (-1.48 ± 0.06),
LDLJ shows some differences (-6.64 ± 0.52 to -5.58 ± 0.53), whereas NARJ and N0C values again ranged
from single to double depending on the movement type.

Inter- and intra-subject reliability and sensitivity to change
of smoothness metrics
Can smoothness characterize one individual’s movement, or can it change between two different
movements made by one person? Among the smoothness metrics tested here, SPARC showed the least
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intra- and between-subject variability for all tested movements (e.g. FPMCoVinter 1.6 to 2.2%) followed by
the LDLJ (with higher CoVinter6.8 to 8.7%). On the other hand, the NARJ and N0C were characterized by
high levels of inter-subject differences, i.e., High CoVinter. Similarly, the SPARC was characterized by
higher intra-subject repeatability (FPM CoVintra1.6 to 1.9%) than TDSM (FPM CoVintra 5.0-6.4% for the
LDLJ, 18–30% for the NARJ and 27–40% for the N0C).

In our protocol, each movement was repeated four times, the �rst attempt being considered as training
and thus not retained for computation. We assumed this number of repetitions to be su�cient in healthy
subjects for the SPARC computation. Indeed, no differences were observed in the literature when using 7
or 10 repetitions.20,21 For TDSM, due to their greater variability/sensitivity to changes in movements
and/or in movement durations, a higher number of repetitions might have to be used to obtain a reliable
mean smoothness value, such as 7–8 movements.5 This lower number of repetitions needed for the
SPARC computation can be interesting in very impaired subjects for whom only fewer movement
repetitions may be possible.21

Smoothness and laterality - is there an ‘optimal’
smoothness?
If movements on the dominant side were slightly straighter, as previously described,22 we did not �nd
smoothness differences between sides. Reaching movements are relatively simple, largely used, thus
trained, in most daily activities. In more complex tasks like transferring an object with chopsticks,
movements have been shown to be longer and less smooth on the non-dominant side, but trainable to
become as smooth as on the dominant side.23 Finally, in healthy subjects, simple movements are
expected to be optimally smooth; thus, a ceiling effect should be expected from smoothness measures,
as shown in Fig. 3 for the SPARC, the NARJ and the N0C. By applying a logarithmic transformation to
normalize the Dimensionless Jerk, the LDLJ displays an arti�cially normal distribution, which might make
interpretations of changes in smoothness more di�cult than it is with the other metrics.

Study Limitations
Subjects were asked to complete each task at their preferred speed, and yet found differences in
movement durations across movement types and sets, suggesting an explanation for changes in
smoothness reported by TDSM. It would have been useful to add sets of movements of various imposed
speeds, including ballistic movements at maximal speed, to better explore sensitivity of the four metrics
to movement duration.5

Reach-to-point movements were tested to aim for normative smoothness data that could be of interest in
clinical routine. Pointing movements requiring multi-joint coordination are often used in clinical practice,
especially in neurorehabilitation to assess patient progression, as these are simple to assess,
reproducible,24 and frequently used in daily living activities.25 Moreover, reach-to-point movements are
more easily performed than reach-to-grasp movements, especially in numerous neurological disorders
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that can prevent patients from grasping (stroke, advanced parkinsonism, severe peripheral neuropathies,
myopathies…) and have been recommended in more impaired patients.4 However, smoothness of other
movements of interest still needs to be quanti�ed, especially of single-joint movements with the hope of
better differentiation between recovery and compensation.20

To date, there is no clear consensus on how to determine with precision the onset and the end of a
reaching movement. As explained in the Methods section, a single assessor visually inspected each
recorded trajectory twice and standardized the beginnings of FPM as the �rst ascending point of the
projection of the trajectory in the vertical direction, and the end of FPM (which also was the beginning of
the BPM) as the most forward point of the trajectory in the antero-posterior direction; the end of the BPM
being the last point of the descending trajectory in the vertical direction. This method is time-consuming
and might have resulted in errors, in contrast with other methods that rely on the detection of changes in
maximum tangential speed during the various phases of the movement.20,25,26 However, those de�nitions
for the starting and ending points of trajectories allow considering more trajectory points at critical stages
of movements (such as when nearing the target, where accuracy is needed), with thus perhaps more
accurate estimations of smoothness across the whole movement.

Conclusion
This study of actual movements (rather than models), reveals major differences between smoothness
metrics measured in the temporal domain (N0C, LDLJ, NARJ), strongly correlated amongst themselves
and with movement duration, and the SPARC, derived from the frequency domain. Among smoothness
metrics, the SPARC showed less between-subject and within-subject variability for all tested movements
and revealed changes between forward and backward movement that were opposite to time-dependent
metrics. The present study also helped provide a normative dataset of smoothness measures for
reaching upper limb movements in healthy subjects, for each metric, which is available for future studies.

Further studies assessing these measures of smoothness on different movements of interest in upper
and lower limbs are needed in healthy subjects, as well as in progressive neurological disorders such as
spastic paresis syndromes or parkinsonism.
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Tables
Table 1. Usual kinematic parameters (Mean±SD) for forward (FPM) and backward (BPM) movement of
Set A (with pause in-between movements) and Set B (without pause in-between movements). Comparison
of movements across types and sets. T-tests or Wilcoxon tests were used to compute p-values according
to the normality of data assessed with a Shapiro-Wilk test. Cov = Coe�cient of Variation; FBPM =
Forward/backward pointing movement; D=dominant, ND= Non dominant.
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Table 2. Smoothness parameters for forward (FPM) and backward (BPM) movement of Set A (with pause
in-between movements) and Set B (without pause in-between movements).Comparison of movements
smoothness across type and sets. T-tests or Wilcoxon tests are used to compute p-values according to
the normality of data assessed with a Shapiro-Wilk test. Cov = Coe�cient of Variation;

Figures
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Figure 1

Differences in smoothness across sides and movement type (forward vs backward) for all smoothness
measures.

FBPM = Forward/backward pointing movement; D=dominant, ND= Non dominant.
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Figure 2

A. Correlations between smoothness measures from temporal domain. B. Correlations between SPARC
and other smoothness measures. C. Correlations between smoothness measures and movement
duration.  
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Figure 3

Legend not included with this version.


